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This 16-page report written by Stephanie Johnson, looks at the relationship between the planets in your chart and gives an
interpretation of the major themes for the upcoming birth year. Includes the Planets in the Houses and Signs (and the Aspects
to the Sun). Solar Map v5 is the easiest and most useful astrological mapping program on the market. Find the best locales for

work, love, or the perfect vacation and use the mundane features to know where significant events are likely to occur. View
the interpretations on the screen or print out a relocation report. The Periodically Adjustable Solar Fire 3.6 gives you the most
flexibility in creating hit lists and Meridian Timelines. It also offers a new astronomical interpretation report, giving interpretive
information on the current position of the Sun and the Moon, when eclipses occur, and when the Earth is in the various signs

of the zodiac. Planet Zones. From the top of the chart, each sign is surrounded by a one degree thick cone of the Planet within
that sign, which appears in orange. Clicking on the cone generates another chart with the same information as the pop-up

chart, but centered on the clicked Planet. A colored circle surrounds the Planet's degree at the top of the new chart. This is a
very valuable tool for learning or teaching what each sign is associated with. ASTROLOGY OF THE SPIRIT: Using the same
material as from The Zodiacal Year, Jason Mraz has revised the astrology of the spirt with the addition of the transits. In

Astrology of the Spirit Jason explains the cardinal and fixed signs, their color (green or yellow) and the color of their transits.
The primary change is a major reworking of the polarity of the transits of the fixed signs (the changes in the polarity of the

fixed signs are reflected in the polarity of the cardinal signs). Additionally, Jason's astrology of the spirit uses the 10 different
planetary transits which occur to each sign throughout the year as opposed to only the last three transits or transiting pairs as
used in Astrology of the Zodiac. In this birth chart and the astrology of the spirit, the zodiacal birth time is used in order to get

the least number of planets to work with. Even without Sun and Moon, the zodiacal birth time can be used as a baseline to
find the other planets as they orbit the Earth.
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Learn the art of the Zenith Finder. You
can quickly and easily find your

Zodiac, Ascendant and Midheaven by
simply drawing a rough circle on the
ceiling. This method leaves only the

two center points of the square
indicating your exact Midheaven and

rising or setting points. You may use a
web-cam or anything you have

available, and can quickly see if a
chosen cardinal point is contained

within the circle or not. This is a good
method for finding birthplaces, as well
as run-ups and run-downs. Whether in
the static or animated chart view, you

can see all your points whether in
hard or soft contact. Solar Fire's
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Volume Reports feature now supports
generating reports by the existing

Fixed Star Reports or Zodiacal Flows
Reports. As well, the program now
computes two other new reports:

Comet (using the method of James
Horrorscope) and Star Reports. More
extensive zodiacal flows reports are
now available including Natal Flows

and Horoscope Flows. When you
create any of these reports, you can

select from a number of different
Customized Distances, such as 45'

parallax, 3' parallax, or 1 degree, so
you can get a feel for how zodiacal
flows would appear if you were to

stand on the side of the chart. More
Map Features: Solar Fire includes

some useful features for astrological
mapping: Plus/Minus- and Repeat

features, Networking display formats
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such as +15N, N, -15N, M, +15M, N,
-15M, M,... Expert astrologers can now
enjoy our revised and expanded the
range of Primary Directions reports

available through the Dynamic
Reports feature. Solar Fire now has

Primary Zodiacal directions as well as
revamped Primary Mundane.
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